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INTRODUCTION 
 
The aim of the following lesson is to introduce you to basic techniques of magick. 
They may at first glance seem simple, as you may have wished to be casting spells 
and saying incantations over a bubbling cauldron. However daily practice of these 
exercises will provide you with the magickal muscle required, to practice the 
advanced magickal arts. 
Once you can relax, breathe correctly and meditate at will, you will have mastered the 
basic tenets of the magician. 
Dion Fortune described magick as “the art of changing consciousness at will” this 
definition has been elaborated upon by many over time, but we think it best sums up 
what magick is for us. The training of the will takes time and like all new forms of 
exercise repays repeated practice. Be gentle with yourself and allow your magical 
muscle to build gradually. 
 
It is good practice to acquire the habit of writing up any notes, including any thoughts 
& feelings that arise whilst engaged in the exercises. 
Write up brief notes on all the exercises you do on a daily basis, while the experience 
is fresh; in this way your record will show achievements and progress made and will 
help to highlight any difficulties you may experience. There is a PDF on our website 
that explains what form of records you should be keeping whilst engaged on this 
course. It is imperative that you download a copy of this document; it has instructions 
for keeping a magickal workbook (your own book of shadows), reflective diary and 
dream journal.  
Begin each lesson by reading through all of the text; the work plan is at the end. Then 
begin your daily practice. 
 
STILLNESS 
The first step in magickal training or spiritual self-development is the acquisition of 
self-awareness. This applies to both the physical and mental aspects of self; we begin 
by focusing on the physical. 
The first exercise deals with the stilling of the physical body and the bodily 
awareness, which will arise from this procedure. 
Sitting on a chair, a straight-backed one is best, or lying on the floor, spend a few 
moments to become as comfortable as possible. The aim of this exercise is to try to 
remain completely still in this position for a period of time. Do not at this stage 
employ any relaxation or breathing techniques, simply try to be as still as you are able 
and become aware of your own body.  
You may notice itches, which cry out to be scratched and tensions, which ache to be 
relaxed; but try not to wriggle a toe or a finger, or move your tongue in your mouth. 
Curb the desire to fidget or change position. Maintain your stillness and let yourself 
become aware of the passing sensations that come and go, without actively addressing 
them.   
How did you find this exercise? Hmmm...not as easy as you may have thought, in fact 
five minutes is an achievement. Keep at it on a daily basis, for as long as it takes for 
you to be able to sit still for at least 10 minutes.  
If you are wondering what this has to do with magickal training, it is these early 
exercises that will lay the foundation, on which the more exciting work will rest. 
You are now ready to move onto the second exercise.  



RELAXATION: (not included in this excerpt) 
 
CENTRING 
The technique of centring allows you to bring all your thoughts, feelings and sense of 
awareness, into the centre of your being and to attune fully to your own sense of self. 
This is an essential step, which provides you with the focus necessary for activities 
such as pathworking, meditation, ritual, etc. There are many different methods that 
can be successfully used for centring, presented here are two of the most common. 
 
BALL OF LIGHT 
Standing or sitting imagine all the energy in your body, being gathered up into a 
round ball of glowing white or golden light. Move and place this ball at what you feel 
is the centre of your physical body. Hold the ball there and know that this is the very 
centre of your being. (This may take a few minutes). This is where your 
consciousness is now residing. This is centring.  
Some people place the ball midway between their feet and head, others in the heart or 
solar plexus region and others in the head itself. Experiment with this, the place you 
choose will be the place, which YOU feel is right, where you feel most at one with 
yourself. 
 
CROSS OF LIGHT  
Imagine a cross of white light in which the two axis meet at your heart area. Take a 
few deep breaths to relax, allow your legs and hips to be soft, knees slightly bent in an 
unlocked stance. Stand with feet hip distance apart, if standing is uncomfortable 
sitting is fine. Now closing your eyes, imagine the vertical axis of the cross runs from 
above your head, down your spine, through your body and down to the space beneath 
your feet. Imagine this in bright white light. When you have this as clear as possible, 
imagine the horizontal axis in bright white light, originating around your heart area 
and going out to both sides. (The same shape as if you stood with both arms out to the 
side). (see Figure 1a: Cross of Light) 
Now you have your cross of light, breathe rhythmically into your body, allowing the 
image of a lamp to form within the heart area. See how the cross and the lamp radiate 
light outwards from your body. As you breathe feel how connected to your sense of 
self you are in this moment. 
Take your time and bring your hands together at heart level, clasp them and either 
silently or out loud say.  
‘I am this self’ 
‘This self am I.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1a: Cross of Light 


